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What is a complete predicate of a sentence

The dark hall past his mother and father's room, past the hall closet where the carpet sweeper was placed, past George's room and with the head of the stairs until he went to the bathroom. (EB White, Stuart Little, 1945) Test to find complete prophecy to find out which words make the whole prediction: (1) Check the sentence: 'Pain from a headache usually persists for about a
day.' (2) Ask yourself what the subject (pain) does. The answer remains for pain 'usually about a day.' That's completely prophetic. (3) Make a sentence with a subject and a thorough prophecy. (Pamela Rice Han and Dennis E. Hensley, McMillan teach themselves grammar and style in 24 hours. McMillan, 2000) Fronting is not the first element to appear in the subject sentence, in
some optionally ordered sentences. Some elements of full prophecy are placed at the beginning of the sentence in front of the front or subject. The fronting emphasizes the subject matter of the front element in the sentence: on the beach, I always feel the content. Never can I imagine the horrors that await us. The first sentence begins with the active on the beach. Although the
phrase precedes the topic I have, it's still a part of the whole prophecy. Feel the action on the beach modified.... The second sentence never begins with the verb and the modal helper could act. Although it is before the topic, can still imagine the verb is a part of the phrase. Owl Books, 2004) 2004)
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